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Abstract

The search for Participants, Interventions, and
Outcomes (PIO) in clinical trial reports is a
critical task in Evidence Based Medicine. For
an automatic PIO extraction, high-quality cor-
pora are needed. Obtaining such a corpus from
crowdworkers, however, has been shown to
be ineffective since (i) workers usually lack
domain-specific expertise to conduct the task
with sufficient quality, and (ii) the standard ap-
proach of annotating entire abstracts of trial
reports as one task-instance (i.e. HIT) leads
to an uneven distribution in task effort. In
this paper, we switch from entire abstract to
sentence annotation, referred to as the SEN-
BASE approach. We build upon SENBASE in
SENSUPPORT, where we compensate the lack
of domain-specific expertise of crowdwork-
ers by showing for each task-instance simi-
lar sentences that are already annotated by ex-
perts. Such tailored task-instance examples
are retrieved via unsupervised semantic short-
text similarity (SSTS) method – and we evalu-
ate nine methods to find an effective solution
for SENSUPPORT. We compute the Cohen’s
Kappa agreement between crowd-annotations
and gold standard annotations and show that (i)
both sentence-based approaches outperform a
BASELINE approach where entire abstracts are
annotated; (ii) supporting annotators with tai-
lored task-instance examples is the best per-
forming approach with Kappa agreements of
0.78/0.75/0.69 for P, I, and O respectively.

1 Introduction

Evidence Based Medicine is the practice of deci-
sion making based on the best available scientific
information. Finding such information rapidly is
essential, especially in the current pandemic crisis
where thousands of medical articles about COVID-
19 are published weekly (Škorić et al., 2020). To

make the search process time-efficient, the PICO
model enables specific search for: Participants (e.g.
“patients with headache”), Interventions (“ibupro-
fen”), Comparisons (“placebo”), and Outcomes
(“pain reduction”) (Huang et al., 2006). To allow
a search for structured PICO information in trial
reports, a prior automatic extraction is necessary.

The effectiveness of an automatic PICO extrac-
tion depends on the quality of manually annotated
corpora. As an alternative to scarce and expen-
sive expert annotators, Nye et al. (2018) hired
crowdworkers from the Mechanical Turk platform
(MTurk) to annotate Participants, Interventions,
and Outcomes (PIO1) in clinical trial reports. The
crowdworkers, however, reached low agreements
to expert annotations, potentially affected by (i)
a lack of domain-specific expertise of the crowd-
workers, and (ii) an uneven task length distribution.
The lack of domain-specific expertise makes it
difficult for crowdworkers to understand the termi-
nology and jargon that prevails in medical litera-
ture (Kim et al., 2011; Wallace, 2018). As a result,
workers experience medical tasks as cognitively
overwhelming, with the side effect of a decreased
label quality (Finnerty et al., 2013).
An uneven task length distribution makes
the effort to complete individual task-instances2

unevenly distributed thus enticing workers to
“cherry pick” short task-instances or rush longer
ones (Cheng et al., 2015; Feyisetan et al., 2017). In
the task design of Nye et al. (2018), entire abstracts
of clinical trial reports were annotated. These ab-
stracts contain on average 268 words with a high
standard deviation of 89, resulting in an uneven
task length distribution.

In this paper, we address these problems by
1The I and C were unified as Intervention
2Referred to as HIT on the Mechanical Turk platform
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proposing two novel PIO task designs:

SENBASE: The uneven task length is addressed
by shifting from annotating abstracts to a sentence-
based annotation. This makes the effort to com-
plete individual task-instances more evenly dis-
tributed: Sentences have with an average word
length of 25 and a standard deviation of 13 a 85%
reduced word length variety compared to abstracts.

SENSUPPORT: This task design builds upon
SENBASE by additionally compensating the lack
of domain-specific expertise of crowdworkers. A
common strategy to train crowdworkers for a task
is to provide a few examples that illustrate how
the task should be performed. In addition to such
static examples, we propose to show for each task-
instance similar sentences that are already anno-
tated by experts. Such tailored task-instance exam-
ples are retrieved from a set of expert annotations—
usually available to evaluate the performance of
non-expert annotators (Daniel et al., 2018)—via an
unsupervised semantic similarity method.

During our search for an effective, unsupervised
semantic short-text similarity (SSTS) method for
SENSUPPORT, we observed a lack of comparative
evaluations for biomedical tasks. Therefore, to
address this gap, we perform a comparative eval-
uation of nine SSTS methods, ranging from tradi-
tional count-based methods (e.g. TFIDF) to recent
text embedding methods (e.g. Sen-BERT (Reimers
and Gurevych, 2019)). The results on two biomed-
ical benchmark corpora show the high effective-
ness of the BioSent2Vec model, which we utilize
to retrieve the tailored task-instance examples in
SENSUPPORT.

We evaluate the sentence-based approaches SEN-
BASE/SENSUPPORT and the abstract-based BASE-
LINE of Nye et al. (2018) by comparing their
collected MTurk annotations to gold standard an-
notations. We find that the highest label qual-
ity is obtained with SENSUPPORT with Cohen’s
Kappa agreements of 0.78/0.75/0.69 for P/I/O. We
show further that annotations obtained via the
sentence-based approaches lead to substantially
higher Kappa agreements than annotations from
the BASELINE approach, especially for the label-
ing of Interventions and Outcomes. The largest
source of disagreement in the BASELINE approach
is caused by crowdworkers overlooking entire text
phrases that should be annotated – whereas, in the
sentence-based approaches, crowdworkers tend to

label text phrases that should not be annotated.

The contributions of this paper are:

• We propose and evaluate two novel task de-
signs for the collection of high-quality PIO
annotations from crowdworkers.

• We evaluate nine unsupervised semantic short-
text similarity (SSTS) methods based on two
biomedical corpora to identify an effective
method for SENSUPPORT. The obtained re-
sults are also useful to other researchers who
work on related biomedical IR tasks, like ad-
hoc search or question answering.

We discuss related work in Section 2. The PIO
task designs are presented in Section 3. We eval-
uate the unsupervised SSTS methods in Section 4
and the PIO task designs in Section 5.

2 Related Work

2.1 PICO Annotation
The traditional PICO annotation task design was
to collect coarse-grained annotations of whether
a given sentence contains PICO or not (Demner-
Fushman and Lin, 2007; Kim et al., 2011). Only
recently, the trend has moved from coarse-grained
binary annotation to a fine-grained text span an-
notation. The fine-grained annotation, however, is
more difficult and makes the accurate annotation
of PICO labels a challenging task (Nye et al., 2018;
Zlabinger et al., 2018).

The core strategy of Nye et al. (2018) to ob-
tain decent quality text span annotations from non-
expert crowdworkers was to collect several redun-
dant annotations, which were then aggregated to
a meta-annotation of higher quality. As additional
measure to reduce the task’s complexity, the Inter-
vention and the Comparison were not differenti-
ated by Nye et al. (2018), resulting in the PIO task.
While these two measures lead to annotations of
higher quality, it remained unclear whether a more
effective task design could further improve the la-
bel quality of (i) individuals and (ii) aggregated
annotations. In this paper, we investigate this re-
search gap by performing a comparative evaluation
of two novel PIO task designs and the task design
of Nye et al. (2018).

2.2 Crowdsourcing Task Design
The lack of domain specific experience of crowd-
workers has been primarily addressed by training
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through examples. In a large-scale study of micro-
tasks, it was shown that the availability of examples
had a clear effect of reducing disagreement in col-
lected annotations (Jain et al., 2017). Furthermore,
Doroudi et al. (2016) show that training workers
based on examples annotated by experts is highly
effective compared to various other training strate-
gies. Liu et al. (2016) propose an annotation task
design called Gated Instructions to improve the
quality of crowdworkers. In the Gated Instructions
approach, annotators are trained by tutorials, feed-
back is provided throughout the annotation task,
and the annotation process is continuously mon-
itored. Singla et al. (2014) further advance the
process of providing examples: For an image label-
ing task, a machine learning approach was utilized
to dynamically select relevant examples from an
expert-authored set based on the progress of each
worker. SENSUPPORT is based on a similar prin-
ciple, but adopts an unsupervised text similarity
method to find relevant expert examples as opposed
to creating an internal machine learner model.

Several studies have shown that task complexity
(e.g., in terms of task length distribution) affects
the performance of crowdsourcing: a task’s cog-
nitive complexity was shown to affect both accu-
racy and completion time (Finnerty et al., 2013);
breaking up large tasks into smaller tasks increased
output quality and worker experience for the task
types arithmetic, sorting and transcription (Cheng
et al., 2015); experiments related to Named-Entity
Recognition (NER) of tweets found that the length
and number of entities in a tweet influenced the
quality of the crowd-annotations: A better quality
was obtained for shorter tweets with fewer entity
mentions (Feyisetan et al., 2017). As best prac-
tice in corpus annotation (Sabou et al., 2014), it
is advisable to keep the text that is annotated rea-
sonably short, without compromising the context.
Sentences provide sufficient context for most NLP
tasks (except for tasks like long-distance anaphora
discovery Poesio et al., 2013).

In this paper, we provide further insights into
the field of biomedical data acquisition by conduct-
ing thorough experimentation for the annotation of
Participants, Interventions, and Outcomes. The ac-
quisition of labeled data in this specific domain is
challenging since annotators require medical exper-
tise to understand the jargon and terminology that
prevails in the biomedical literature. Therefore, ex-
perimental findings reported in related studies but

in different domains can often not be generalized
to the biomedical domain.

2.3 Unsupervised Short-Text Similarity

The two standard biomedical corpora for the evalu-
ation of semantic short-text similarity (SSTS) meth-
ods are BIOSSES (Soğancı oğlu et al., 2017) and
MedSTS (Wang et al., 2018). Studies conducted on
these two corpora usually evaluate the effectiveness
of supervised similarity methods (Antunes et al.,
2020; Liu et al., 2019); however, we are interested
in the effectiveness of unsupervised methods for
SENSUPPORT. Although results for individual un-
supervised methods are reported (e.g. Chen et al.,
2019; Tawfik and Spruit, 2020), no comprehensive
evaluation exists. We address this research gap
and evaluate nine unsupervised methods based on
BIOSSES and MedSTS.

3 Task Designs for PIO Annotation

In this section, we first describe the BASELINE task
design of Nye et al. (2018), followed by our pro-
posed task designs SENBASE and SENSUPPORT.

3.1 BASELINE

In the task design of Nye et al. (2018), the entire
abstract of a clinical trial report is presented to
annotators who are asked to label the PIO entities.
The annotation of P, I, and O is conducted as three
individual sub-tasks to reduce the cognitive over-
load needed to switch between the three labels. For
each sub-task, annotation guidelines are crafted to
prepare the workers. The guidelines consist of a
few static examples, which illustrate how the task
should be performed, and annotation instructions,
which describe what text phrases should or should
not be annotated as PIO.

3.2 SENBASE

The annotation of entire abstracts leads to an un-
even distribution of task effort to complete indi-
vidual task instances. We illustrate this problem
in Table 2, where we compare the word counts of
abstracts to sentences. The table shows that the an-
notation of sentences leads to a better distribution
in task effort, indicated by the substantially lower
std. dev. of 13 for sentences compared to abstracts.

Based on this analysis, we propose a new task
design, SENBASE, in which we switch from ab-
stract to sentence annotation. Specifically, we split
each abstract into individual sentences, in which
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P Task Instance Thirty-nine subjects completed the study and were included in the data analysis.
Tailored Example Ninety-three subjects were randomly assigned.

I Task Instance QYJDR is an effective formula in treatment of EMs-related infertility.
Tailored Example Eltrombopag is an oral thrombopoietin receptor agonist for the treatment of thrombocytopenia.

O Task Instance There were no serious adverse events.
Tailored Example . . . . . . . .Adverse. . . . . . .events did not significantly differ in the 2 groups.

Table 1: Task-instances with tailored examples for Participants, Interventions, and . . . . . . . . . . .Outcomes. The bold text spans
should be annotated by the crowdworkers.

annotators label the PIO entities – or mark a check-
box if no PIO entity could be identified. Similar
to the BASELINE (i) the task is divided into three
individual sub-tasks for PIO, and (ii) the annotators
are trained with the same annotation guidelines,
available as an appendix of Nye et al. (2018).

# Words

Min. Max. Avg. Stdev.

Abstract 57 562 268 89

Sentence 5 105 25 13

Table 2: Analysis of the word counts of abstracts ver-
sus sentences. We measure the word count based on to-
kenized text excluding punctuation. Data basis of this
analysis is the EBM-NLP corpus, described in Sec. 5.1.

Although the annotation of sentences improves
the distribution in task effort, sentences might ap-
pear out-of-context. This means that two consec-
utively annotated sentences could stem from two
different abstracts. The inability to preserve a cer-
tain task instance order is typical for crowdsourcing
platforms, since workers can usually (i) skip indi-
vidual task instances and (ii) start/stop working on
task instances arbitrarily. The lack of context can
be problematic since the context is essential, e.g.,
to identify the meaning of an abbreviation that was
defined in an earlier sentence. To address the lack
of context in SENBASE, we give workers access to
the entire abstract via an expansible window.

3.3 SENSUPPORT

This approach builds upon SENBASE by addition-
ally addressing the lack of domain-specific exper-
tise of crowdworkers. The common approach to
train crowdworkers for difficult tasks is to provide
a few examples that illustrate how the task should
be performed. Providing examples is essential for
a successful task-design (Daniel et al., 2018), how-
ever, examples are usually defined statically over
an entire task and might not be helpful at individ-

ual task instances. To improve the effectiveness of
examples, we propose the SENSUPPORT task de-
sign in which annotators are supported by tailored
task-instance examples.

The tailored task-instance examples (see some
examples in Table 1) are retrieved from a set of
sentences that are already annotated by medical
experts. Note that expert annotations are usually
available since they are crucial to measure the per-
formance of non-expert annotators (Snow et al.,
2008; Doroudi et al., 2016). We propose to split
expert annotations into: (i) a test set that is used
to measure the performance of non-expert annota-
tors and (ii) a training set from which the tailored
examples are retrieved. To identify an effective
unsupervised sentence similarity method for the re-
trieval of task-instance examples in SENSUPPORT,
we evaluate nine methods.

We note that the SENSUPPORT approach was
first described in our preliminary study of Zlabinger
et al. (2020). We extend our preliminary study in
this paper as follows: First, we report baseline re-
sults for the case where no task-instance examples
are shown (i.e. the SENBASE approach). Second,
we perform additional experiments by analyzing
the types of errors that annotators commonly make
in each annotation approach. Finally, we conduct
a comparative evaluation to identify an effective
method for the retrieval of task-instance examples.

4 Evaluation of Similarity Methods

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of nine
unsupervised semantic short-text similarity (SSTS)
methods. Each method computes a similarity score
sim(t, k) ∈ R between two short-texts t, k. For
methods that produce a vector representation of a
text, we compute the similarity sim(t, k) between
the vectors vt,vk ∈ Rn using the cosine similarity.

Word Count Based. These methods compute the
similarity between two texts based on their words
in common. We evaluate TFIDF-weighted word
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vectors and the Levenshtein Distance defined as the
number of edits to transform the word sequence of
a text into the other. (Manning et al., 2008)

Aggregated Word Embeddings. A word embed-
ding ew ∈ Rn is an n dimensional vector rep-
resentation of a word w. To obtain a text em-
bedding vt from individual word embeddings, an
aggregation step is necessary. We evaluate three
aggregation strategies: the average of the word
embeddings (AVG), a TFIDF-weighted average
(WAVG) (Le and Mikolov, 2014), and an aggrega-
tion via the Smooth Inverse Frequency (SIF) (Arora
et al., 2017). In SIF, the relative word frequency is
used to obtain aggregated text representations from
which the second principal component is removed.

Text Embeddings. Methods from this category in-
fer a contextualized text embedding vt for an in-
put text t. We evaluate: Sentence BERT (Sen-
BERT) (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019), which
uses a siamese network to create BERT-based text
representations; the transformer-based Universal
Sentence Encoder (USE) (Cer et al., 2018); In-
ferSent (Conneau et al., 2017), which uses word
embeddings and a combination of LSTMs and hier-
archical CNNs to produce universal sentence repre-
sentations; and finally, Sent2Vec (Pagliardini et al.,
2018), which computes sentence representations
by combining the Continuous Bag of Words Model
(CBOW) and character n-gram embeddings.

4.1 Experiment Setup

We compare the similarity methods on two biomed-
ical sentence-to-sentence similarity corpora.

BIOSSES (Soğancı oğlu et al., 2017): This cor-
pus contains 100 sentence pairs with labeled sim-
ilarity scores from 0 (no relation) to 4 (high rela-
tion). The sentences are sampled from biomedical
research papers.

MedSTS (Wang et al., 2018): This corpus con-
tains 1,068 sentence pairs annotated from 0 (no re-
lation) to 5 (high relation). The sentences are sam-
pled from anonymized electronic health records of
patients of the Mayo Clinic.

We evaluate the methods by computing the Pear-
son correlation coefficient between the ground truth
labels and the score computed by the unsupervised
methods. The Pearson correlation is the standard
metric reported for these two corpora. The evalua-
tion is conducted on all samples of each corpus, as

opposed to a training/test split which is not needed
for the evaluation of unsupervised methods.

The methods based on word or text embeddings
require a language model trained on large amounts
of text data. The pretrained models used in our ex-
periments are summarized in Table 3. All described
models are freely available and more details on the
models can be found in the referenced papers in-
cluding download links, hyper-parameter settings,
and descriptions of the text corpora used for train-
ing. Note that we preferably select models that are
pretrained on biomedical data. For the universal
methods USE and InferSent, there is no specific
biomedical model available. In the appendix of
this paper, we describe and evaluate additional pre-
trained models that are not presented in the paper
due to (i) the page limitation and (ii) the inferior
effectiveness compared to the presented models.

We differentiate between three preprocessing
functions (i) Identity where no preprocessing is
conducted, (ii) Lower where text is lowercased, and
(iii) LowerStop where text is lowercased and stop-
words are removed. We use the English stopword
list of the NLTK Python library3. For the tokeniza-
tion needed for the methods Levensthein, TFIDF,
AVG, WAVG, and SIF, we use the word tokenize
function of the NLTK library. Finally, the hyper-
parameter a of the SIF method is set to 10−3, as
suggested in Arora et al. (2017).

4.2 Evaluation of Effectiveness

The evaluation results in Table 4 show the high
effectiveness of methods that use the BioSent2Vec
or BioWord2Vec model. The common denominator
of these models is the pretraining on biomedical
research papers (i.e. PubMed) and clinical notes
(i.e. the MIMIC III corpus), which is similar to the
underlying data source of BIOSSES and MedSTS.

Apart from the pretraining, the method also has
a substantial impact on the obtained results. The
SenBERT method, although pretrained on biomed-
ical publications, is rather ineffective, even outper-
formed by TFIDF-weighted word vectors. Simi-
larly ineffective are the universal methods USE and
InferSent. These findings align with other studies
that report that transformer-based text representa-
tions are highly effective as input for supervised
learning, but less effective in an unsupervised set-
ting (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019; Tawfik and
Spruit, 2020).

3https://www.nltk.org/ (version 3.5)

https://www.nltk.org/
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Embedding Model Training Data Used by Method

Word BioWord2Vec (Zhang et al., 2019) PubMed abstracts, MIMIC III corpus (Johnson
et al., 2016)

AVG, WAVG, SIF

Text

BioBERT (Lee et al., 2019) PubMed abstracts SenBERT
BioSent2Vec (Chen et al., 2019) PubMed abstracts, MIMIC III corpus (Johnson

et al., 2016)
Sent2Vec

USE 4.0 (Cer et al., 2018) Wikipedia, web news, online forums, SNLI cor-
pus (Bowman et al., 2015)

USE

InferSent 2.0 (Conneau et al., 2017) SNLI corpus (Bowman et al., 2015) InferSent

Table 3: Overview of the pretrained models utilized in our evaluation.

Category Method Model Preprocessing MedSTS BIOSSES Avg.

Word count

TFIDF - Lower 0.74 0.70 0.72
TFIDF - LowerStop 0.74 0.73 0.74
Levensthein - Lower 0.55 0.64 0.60
Levensthein - LowerStop 0.64 0.69 0.66

Word embedding

AVG

BioWord2Vec 2019

Lower 0.61 0.72 0.66
AVG LowerStop 0.72 0.77 0.75
WAVG Lower 0.73 0.75 0.74
WAVG LowerStop 0.76 0.77 0.76
SIF Lower 0.79 0.75 0.77
SIF LowerStop 0.78 0.76 0.77

Text embedding

SenBERT BioBERT 2019 Identity 0.78 0.58 0.68
USE USE 4.0 2018 Identity 0.66 0.72 0.69
InferSent InferSent 2.0 2017 Identity 0.49 0.65 0.57
Sent2Vec BioSent2Vec 2019 Lower 0.81 0.74 0.78
Sent2Vec BioSent2Vec 2019 LowerStop 0.81 0.77 0.79

Table 4: Pearson correlation between the ground truth labels and the unsupervised semantic similarity methods.
For each corpus, we highlight the overall best result bold and the best result per category by underline.

The effect of preprocessing shows that stopword
removal is usually beneficial, especially for Lev-
enshtein and AVG since these two methods do
not have an incorporated mechanism for weighting
word importance. Notice that we did not report ex-
haustive preprocessing results for all methods since
certain methods expect (i) a specific preprocessing
to be effective (e.g. lowercasing for TFIDF), or (ii)
the raw unprocessed text as input, as it is the case
for SenBERT, USE, and InferSent.

Based on the conducted evaluation of unsuper-
vised similarity methods, we use the BioSent2Vec
model with lowercasing and stopword removal for
the retrieval of similar examples in SENSUPPORT.

5 Experiments on PIO Task Designs

In this section, we describe our experimental evalu-
ation of BASELINE, SENBASE, and SENSUPPORT.

5.1 Experiment Setup

As data source for our experiments, we use the
EBM-NLP corpus (Nye et al., 2018) consisting
of 191 clinical trial report abstracts. Each clinical

report is annotated by three medical experts. We
aggregate the three expert labels by a majority vote
to derive a final gold standard label.

We divide the 191 trial reports into a test set
consisting of 41 abstracts and a training set con-
sisting of 150 abstracts. To split the abstracts into
sentences for SENBASE and SENSUPPORT, we use
the CoreNLP library (Manning et al., 2014), result-
ing in a total of 423 sentences for the test set and
1,636 sentences for the training set.

The sentences of the training set are used for
the retrieval of tailored task-instance examples for
the SENSUPPORT approach. We retrieve the top-
3 most similar sentences for each sentence in the
test set and show them as tailored task-instance
examples to the crowdworkers.

The samples in the test set are used to com-
pare the three annotation approaches. The
annotations for the BASELINE approach are
downloaded from https://github.com/bepnye/

EBM-NLP, which were published in the scope of
Nye et al. (2018). The annotations for SENBASE

and SENSUPPORT are specifically collected for this

https://github.com/bepnye/EBM-NLP
https://github.com/bepnye/EBM-NLP
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Design #Workers #Redundant HIT

BASELINE 403 8 - 17 abstract

SENBASE 38 3 sentence

SENSUPPORT 31 3 sentence

Table 5: Overview of the compared annotation sets.

study. Therefore, we implement both approaches4

and follow the same annotation setup of Nye et al.
(2018), namely: annotations are collected from the
MTurk platform; workers require a minimum ap-
proval rate of 90% on previous tasks to participate;
spammers are removed in a small-scale test run;
and finally, the payment per HIT is set to $0.06 per
sentence (which we reduced from $0.30 to reflect
the reduced effort needed to complete a HIT).

An overview of the three annotation sets is given
in Table 5. For SENBASE and SENSUPPORT, we
collect 3 redundant annotations per sentence, result-
ing in 423× 3 = 1, 269 HITs in each PIO sub-task.
In the BASELINE, more unique workers contributed
compared to SENBASE and SENSUPPORT because
more redundant annotations of 8-17 (average 11
and std. dev. 1.7) were collected.

5.2 Agreement of Individual Crowdworkers

We measure the label quality between individual
crowdworkers and the gold standard annotations by
computing the inter-annotator agreement in terms
of Cohen’s Kappa (McHugh, 2012), a standard met-
ric for the label quality in annotation projects. The
results in Figure 1 show a clear improvement of
Kappa scores of the sentence-based task designs,
compared to the abstract-based task design BASE-
LINE. Substantially higher agreements are reached
for the sub-tasks Interventions and Outcomes. No-
table is the outlier of the SENSUPPORT approach
for the annotation of Interventions, denoted by a
dot. This one worker reached a distinctly lower
agreement to the gold standard than the other work-
ers of the SENSUPPORT approach.

The results of SENBASE compared to SENSUP-
PORT show that the utilization of tailored task in-
stance examples further increases the Kappa agree-
ment, especially for the annotation of Interventions.
This additional improvement was obtained at no
additional costs since we pay $0.06 per HIT in both
sentence-based approaches.

The analysis of individual workers has the dis-

4The annotation interfaces are illustrated in the appendix.
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Figure 1: Kappa agreements between annotations from
individual workers and the gold standard.

advantage that workers who labeled only a few
task-instances are less reliable than workers who
labeled several task-instances. We addressed this
problem by limiting the presented analysis to work-
ers who labeled at least 5% of the test set. All
workers are considered in the analysis of aggre-
gated annotations, described next.

5.3 Agreement of Aggregated Annotations

Here, we analyze the label quality of meta-
annotations that are aggregated from multiple re-
dundant annotations. We consider two aggregation
methods: (i) majority voting (MV) where individ-
ual workers are weighted equally and (ii) Dawid-
Skene5 (DS) where the reliability of individual
workers is automatically computed and used for
a weighted aggregation (Dawid and Skene, 1979).

We measure the quality of aggregated annota-
tions by computing the Kappa agreement to the
gold standard annotations. We compute the aggre-
gations for the sentence-based approaches based on
the 3 available redundant annotations. Since there
are 8-17 redundant annotations available for the
BASELINE approach, we (i) select 3 random anno-
tations, (ii) aggregate them, and (iii) compute the
agreement to the gold standard. Since the random
selection in (i) can be affected by a lucky/unlucky
seed, we repeat (i-iii) 20 times and compute a ro-
bust final agreement by averaging the 20 individual
Kappa scores.

The results for 3 aggregated annotations show
that the highest agreements to the gold standard
are reached by the SENSUPPORT approach, fol-
lowed by SENBASE (Table 6). Especially, for In-
terventions and Outcomes, the sentence-based ap-

5We use the implementation from https://github.
com/dallascard/dawid_skene

https://github.com/dallascard/dawid_skene
https://github.com/dallascard/dawid_skene
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proaches significantly outperform the BASELINE

approach. Note that aggregation via DS is only
effective for the BASELINE annotations. This is ex-
pected since weighted aggregation methods rely on
a certain noise level of the underlying annotations,
which was high in the BASELINE (see Figure 1).

The results when all 8-17 annotations of the
BASELINE approach are aggregated are indicated
by MVALL and DSALL in Table 6. As expected,
the Kappa agreements substantially improve com-
pared to the aggregation of only 3 annotations.
However, for I and O, 8-17 aggregated annotations
still reach substantially lower agreements to the
gold standard than only 3 aggregated annotations
of the SENSUPPORT approach, caused by the low
quality of the underlying annotations (Figure 1).
Only for P, the DSALL agreement of 0.867 signifi-
cantly improves over all other aggregations of MV3

or DS3. We investigated this result and found that
DS picks up the signal from two workers of the
BASELINE approach who reach exceptionally high
agreements to the gold standard of 0.83 and 0.84 –
and who both annotated a majority of the abstracts
in the test set (34/41 and 41/41).

Cohen’s Kappa (κ)

P I O

BASELINEMV 3 0.702 0.455 0.352
SENBASEMV 3 0.715 0.675a 0.655a

SENSUPPORTMV 3 0.780ab 0.757ab 0.694ab

BASELINEDS3 0.729 0.579 0.458
SENBASEDS3 0.726 0.674a 0.654a

SENSUPPORTDS3 0.776a 0.756ab 0.694ab

BASELINEMV ALL 0.760 0.476 0.343

BASELINEDSALL 0.867 0.633 0.677

Table 6: Kappa agreements between aggregated annota-
tions of each approach and the gold standard. We show
significant improvements for both categories MV3 and
DS3 where a refers to BASELINE and b to SENBASE (two-
sided, paired t-test: p < 0.05).

5.4 Analysis of Agreement Types

We switch from analyzing Kappa agreements to an-
alyzing which types of agreement appear between
the gold standard and the non-expert annotators.
The analysis of agreement types gives additional
insights in the labeling behavior of annotators (Lee
and Sun, 2019). We differentiate between four
agreement types, summarized in Table 7. We dif-
ferentiate between cases where a text-span anno-
tation of a crowdworker and the gold standard (i)

disagree entirely (Miss and Redundant) or (ii) they
agree exactly (Exact) or at least partially (Partial)

Type Example
Exact

Partial

Miss

Redundant

Table 7: Overview of the differentiated agreement
types. The examples show annotations between crowd-
workers (gray) and the gold standard (yellow).

The analysis results in Figure 2a show a sub-
stantial difference between the types Miss and
Redundant, when comparing the sentence-based
approaches to the abstract-based approach BASE-
LINE. In the BASELINE approach, we see a high
frequency of Miss and fewer cases of Redundant in
all PIO sub-tasks. On the other hand, in SENBASE

and SENSUPPORT, we see a high frequency of Re-
dundant cases and much fewer cases of Miss. This
result shows that (i) crowdworkers who annotate
entire abstracts frequently overlook text phrases
that should be annotated and (ii) crowdworkers
who annotate sentences tend to label text phrases
that should not be annotated.

The analysis results in Figure 2b shows how of-
ten annotators exactly or at least partially agree
with the gold standard annotations. We find,
aligned with our previous results, that SENSUP-
PORT is the most effective approach, followed by
SENBASE and BASELINE. The frequency of Exact
cases is constantly higher in the sentence-based
approaches compared to the BASELINE, especially
for I and O. This shows that crowdworkers of the
sentence-based approaches are more likely to fully
agree with the gold standard than crowdworkers of
the BASELINE approach.

6 Conclusion & Future Work

We presented two novel task designs for crowd-
sourcing PIO annotations in clinical trial report
abstracts. Specifically, we propose to switch from
annotating entire abstracts of clinical trial reports
to the annotation of sentences (SENBASE), and
to additionally support non-expert annotators with
tailored task-instance examples (SENSUPPORT).

The task-instance examples were retrieved from
a set of expert annotations using the BioSent2Vec
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(a) Frequency of crowd annotations not overlapping with the gold standard.
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(b) Frequency of crowdworkers exactly or at least partially overlapping with the gold standard.

Figure 2: Relative frequency of the different agreement types between crowdworkers and the gold standard anno-
tations. The combined result of Miss+Redundant and Exact+Partial is referred to as M+R and E+P respectively.

model, which was found to be effective by an empir-
ical evaluation of nine unsupervised SSTS methods
based on two biomedical corpora.

We evaluated the sentence-based annotation ap-
proaches SENBASE and SENSUPPORT, and the
abstract-based approach BASELINE by comparing
crowd-annotations of each approach to a set of gold
standard annotations. We found that the highest
Kappa agreement to the gold standard is reached by
annotations of the SENSUPPORT approach. There-
fore, whenever expert annotations can be spared,
they should be utilized as tailored task-instance
examples. Furthermore, we showed that annota-
tions from the sentence-based approaches SEN-
BASE/SENSUPPORT substantially outperform an-
notations from the BASELINE approach, especially
for Interventions and Outcomes.

Finally, we conducted a pairwise comparison of
the token overlap of annotations of either approach
with the gold standard and find that crowdworkers
using the sentence-based approaches are prone to
annotate text phrases that should not be annotated,
whereas workers using the abstract-based approach
are prone to overlook text phrases that should be
annotated.

The core limitation of the SENSUPPORT ap-
proach is the availability of reference samples from
which the tailored task-instance examples are re-
trieved. Obtaining reference samples is usually
expensive since expert annotators need to be em-
ployed. Therefore, in future work, we aim to iden-
tify the minimum number of reference samples that

is needed to still preserve a high annotation qual-
ity of crowdworkers. More specifically, we aim to
combine the selection of reference samples with
an active learning approach. By applying active
learning, the informativeness of samples can be
computed and used as a deciding factor in the se-
lection of a few reference samples that are effective
as task-instance examples.

Another promising future research direction is
the application of task-simplification approaches
for different tasks and domains. In this study,
we showed that a simple shift from annotating
sentences rather than entire abstracts can signif-
icantly increase the annotation quality obtained
from crowdworkers. Similar improvements might
be possible in other challenging tasks/domains,
such as the legal or patent domain.

The code of our experiments on the var-
ious unsupervised SSTS methods, including
the implementation of each method and the
computed scores, is available at https://

github.com/Markus-Zlabinger/ssts. The col-
lected annotations of SENBASE and SENSUP-
PORT are available at https://github.com/

Markus-Zlabinger/pico-annotation.
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